SSB RESCUED TWO CHILDREN AND APPREHENDED 02 HUMAN TRAFFICKERS

New Delhi- 23 June, 2017 – In crusade of human trafficking and child labour, 20th Bn SSB Sitamadhi rescued 02 children and apprehended two human traffickers from Bairgania Railway Station district Sitamadhi.

Rescued children in Anti human trafficking operation were being taken to Surat by Karambhumi express train for child labour.

Human traffickers handed over to GRP Sitamarhi and FIR had been lodged, whereas rescued children were handed over to “Childline” NGO.

In accordance with the roadmap drawn by DG, SSB with all stakeholders is working on INB against the menace of human trafficking and Child labour.

In this year till date total 75 cases of human trafficking registered by SSB and 330 victims of human trafficking rescued along with 100 arrests of human traffickers. SSB is working in close coordination with State Police to establish the forward and backward linkages.
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